The rates for the three-body proton decays p + Irlre+ are related o+ to the rate for the decay p + TI e . This is done by making an ansatz for the form of the three-body amplitude which is consistent with current algebra and with the measured TIT final state interactions.
where 1 X'+ = at-Q2 + b+Q4 + h.c. 'cp ' +> = $ @+I2 + lE-12 > +Tre ._ is a symmetric function of the pion momenta. Using the LSZ reduction formula,'one finds 
when pion mass is neglected.
In the introduction rates for p + Tve were given that were computed using the Born diagrams in Fig. 1 . However, the amplitude arising from Fig. 1 is not consistent with the current algebra relation in Eq. (13). The diagrams in Fig. 1 
Our guiding principle (assumption) here is that the PCAC constraints are to be satisfied by adding terms to the lowest states for each isospin value.
The decay rate following from this amplitude when the mass of the pion is neglected:
angular momentum is easily calculated Since the amplitude for p + ITIT (I= 2) e+ vanishes, the rate for p + ."T"e+ is one third that for p + ITT (I=O) e+. Thus
Next we consider the charged pion final state and the constraints imposed on the invariant amplitudes
by current algebra. Proceeding as before, we find
where Eq. (12) has been used.
There is no pole term in this amplitude and the isospin operator acting on the states yields (21) Alternatively, when the n+ is removed from the final state of the matrix element in Eq. (20) and its momentum is taken to zero, we find
The commutator terms vanishes in this case and the right hand side of Eq. (22) can be evaluated with diagrammatic techniques using the protonneutron-axial current coupling + gAyuy5. The result is when the pion mass is neglected.
The amplitudes for p + TIT (I= O)e+ and p -t TIT (I= l)e+ are related to those for p + ?r+,-e+ by the relations aiI=O)( p2 ,P3) = -$ [a?'-)(p2,p3)
and
+ Using Eqs. (23), (22) and (4) a~=')(p2,p3)
The isospin zero amplitude was discussed previously in Eq. (26) leads to the same result as was derived from our discussion of p -+ Toroe+.
The isospin one amplitude resulting from the Born diagrams in Fig. 1 
,
The constants Cl and Dl are constrained by Eq. (27) to satisfy Cl-D1 = To parameterize the freedom in the choice of Cl and Dl we write
.
Thus the choice b=O means that Dl=O, and b= 1 means that Cl=O.
In this section we have attempted to improve the naive estimates made in the introduction using current algebra to gain information about the amplitudes for p + =re+ when one of the pions is soft. We then extrapolated over the whole kinematical region assuming that most of the variation of the amplitude arises from the Born diagrams in Fig. 1 .
Recall that this procedure resulted in a reduction of the rate for p + ~71 (I=O)e+ by roughly a factor of ten but a neglible reduction in the rate for p + ITIT(I= l)e+ for b=O or 1 (see Table I ). Let s be the square of the TIT center-of-mass momentum. In the "physical" region, s>4~", the absorptive part of the ep-trr amplitudes
Abs a(1=031)(s.;.;) k , 
The'unitarity constraint for the crossed process ep + ITIT, given in Eq. (32) implies that *. (47) and (48) satisfy the unitarity constraints given in Eqs. (41) and (45) because DJ(s) has a cut for s > 4~~ and equals ID,(S)\ exp(-i6J) in this region. The normalization factor DJ(p2) was inserted in Eqs. (47) and (48) 
In Eqs. (50) and (51) 
m-s
The second term in the brace brackets depends on s and arises from the Born diagrams in Fig. 1 . The first term is a constant independent of s and was added to make the amplitude consistent with current algebra.
The s-wave contribution dominates the rate for p -f ITIT (1~0) e+ SO we shall neglect higher partial waves. I4 The s-wave isospin zero 71-1~ phase shift, do, is consistent with the presence of a broad resonance of mass 700 MeV and width = 500 MeV. Therefore we assume that in the physical region 0 -< s < m2 the function Do(s) has the form
-16-
The parameters so and y. are related to the s-wave phase shift. Using
( 55) it is evident that s 0 can be identified with the mass of the S-wave "resonance" and y 0 controls its width. Therefore the values so g 0. 
The last terms in Eqs. (58) and (59) were added to the Born amplitudes to comply with current algebra restrictions.
The final state interactions of two pions in a p-wave are dominated by the rho resonance. Therefore we assume that in the physical region 0 < s < m2 the function Dl(s) has the form Finally we note that other three-body modes, such as n -t TOT-e+, p + ~+,"i and n + FIT; follow from our estimates by simple arguements (e.g., from isospin r(n + ~TTF (I= l)e+) = 2r(p -f 1~71 (I=l) e+)). 
